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Case Ho. 9318-

IN TIIE CO{JRT OF CIIANCERY IN TIIE STATE OF DELAWARE

JON SLOTOROFF,

E oooz,r ooto

Plaintifi

v.

KINDER MORGAN, INC.; KINDER
MORGAN G.P.,INC.,

Defendants,

-and-

KINDER MORGAN ENERGY
PARTNERS, t.P.,

C.A. No.

Nominal Defendant.

VERTFTED cr,ass AcTroN alID DETYATTVE coMpLArNT

Plaintiff Jon Slotoroff ('?laintiff') brings this Verified Class Astion and

Derivative Complaint ("Complainf) derivatively on behalf of nominal dsf€ndant Kinder

Morgan Energy Partners, L.P. f'KMp" or the '?artnershipJ, and as a class action on

behalf of KMP's Limited Partners, against Kinder Morgan, Inc. {',KMI} and the

Partnership's general partner Kinder Morgan G.p= Inc. (.,KMGP,) (collectively, "KMI'}.

The allegations of the Complaint are based on the knowledge of plaintiff as to himself,

and on infonnation and belie{ including the investigation af counsel and review of

publicly available information, as to all other matters.

INTRODUCTION

1- This case involves KMP, a leading pipeline transportation and energy

storage company that is one of the oldest and largest MLPs in the nation. KMp does not
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9. Plaintiffbrings this suit in order to oompel KMI to act in aee.ordanee witlr

the tetms of the Partnership Agreanent (by requiring KMI to calculate DCF without

profarence to its personal interests) and to seek rnoney damages on KMP's behalf for past

harm inflicted by KMI.

JTIRISI}ICTION AI{I} VE}ILTE

10. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pur$ant to 6 Del. C, $ ! T-l 1 I .

ll. This Court has jurisdiction over KMP, KMI" and KMGP pursuant to 6

Del. C. $ 17-109.

12. Venue is prop'er in this forum because this action involves significant

issues of Delaware corporate law, and is therefore suitable for adjudication before the

DelawarE Court of Chanoerv.

TIIE PARTIES

13. Plaintiff Jon Slotoroff has owned KMP units continuously for over ten

years.

14' Nominal Defendant KMP is the largest independenl owner and operator of

pekoleum product pipelines in the U.S" Its pipelines transport natural gas, refined

petroleum products, crude oil, carbon dioxide and other products, while its terminals

store petroleum products and chemicals and handle bulk materials such as coal and

peholeum coke. The parhership is also the largest carbon dioxide marketer and

hansporter in the country.

15. KMP is a limited partnership organized under the laws oi the state of

Delaware, with its principal executive offices located at 1001 Louisiana Streeg Suite

G oooezoo+o
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Distributions, Since KMI owns only a.bout llYo af KMP's equity interests, KMI has a

capped long-term interest in the entity. Once a certain disfiibution threshold is achieved,

however, KMI is entitled to receive almost 50elo of every doltar that KMI (in its capacity

as General Parhrer) canses the Partnership to distribute to its unitholders in the immediare

tetm. ln 2012 alone, this incentive structure resulted in KMI receiving $1.4 billion in

total diskibWions.

7. The Third Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of

Kinder Morgan Energy Pfiners, L.P., dated as of May 18, 20ll ("the partrership

Ageement") specifically addresses this issue. It requires that KMI exercise its powers in

good faith when allocating capital expenditures between Maintenance Capex and

Expansion Capex. KMI has violated this provision ofthe conhact, as well as its fiduciary

duty to exercise its powers in good faith, by classifying capital expenditures that should

be attributed to Maintenance Capex into the Expansion Capex column instead so as to

artificially inflate the amount of money that is available for Distribution.

L KMI has ensured that, quarter after quarter, hundreds of millions of dollars

exit KMP and are thereafter not available for needed maintenance or other operational

purposes. KMI compensates for this misallocation by forcing the Partnership to raise

market capital much more frequently, and in higher amounts, than it othenwiss would- in

part through costly equrty issuances, thereby diluting the ownership interest of existing

limited parhers and in part through massive increases in the debt burden that rnust be

borne by KMP.

@ oooszoo+o
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have its own board of directors or management. KMP instead relies entirely on KMI,

which (through its wholly'owned subsidiary, KMGP) acts as KMp,s General partner.

KMI completely confols KMP's business and, among other things, determines the

amounts of KMP's quarterly distributions to its Limited Partners and to KMI itself (the

"Dishibutions").

2' KMI is among the most highly compensated of all MLp general partners

in the U-S.' both in terms of absolute doltars and percentage of each dollar of

Distribution. KMI takes home billions of dollars each year because it is entitled to nearly

509/s of each dbllar that KMP aFprsves as Dis*ibutions. over the past six years, KMI

has received over $? billion in Distibutions and since 2010, has received $3.2 billion.

As set forth herein, KMI has used its control over KMp to allocate cash flow for

Distributions in bad faittt, in breach of KMI's fiduciary obligations to KMp,s Limited

Parfiters, and in breach of KMI's contractual obligations under KMp's Operating

Agreement.

3' The $3.2 billion in Distributions that KMI received since 2010, is being

irnproperly subsidized by KMP's Lirnited Partners. Specifically, therc is a formula that

conffols how much of KMP's earnings can be issued as Distibutions. As set forth

below, recognizing the incentive for KMI to use its power over implementing thar

formula in order to benefit itself at the expense of the business and the Limited parbrers,

KMI accepted a duty of good faith with respect to its use of that power. Because KMI

has caused KMF to issue far greater Distributions than would be allowEd had the formula

been implemented in good faith, KMI is effectively causing KMp to fund the

@ ooorzoo+o
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Disributions by taking on unnecessary debt and issuing millions of new units - diluting

existing unitholders.

4" Just between 2010 and 2012, KMP issued $3.3 billion in new debt and

raised $2.6 billion through the sale of common units, much of which was used to pay

Disfibutions. Thus, KMP Limited Parhrers are financing KMI's profits, wtiile the

Limited Parhers are responsible for this debt and their ownership interests are being

significantly diluted. Between 2010 and 2014, KIIP increased the number of its unig

from207.3 million to 302.8 million (excluding shares issued in connection with KMP's

acquisition ofEl Paso) or 48%.

5. KMI's Distributions of KMP earnings to KMI violate the conftolling

agreernents. These Distributions are based on KMP's distributable cash flow f'DCF'), a

metric that is determined, subject to certain conkactual provisions discussed below, by

suhuacting KMP's maintenance capital expenditures ("Maintenanc€ Capex") from

KMP's earnings before depreciation and amortization ('EBDA"). As General Partner,

K-Mtr *!ene distates whether capital expenditures are designated as "Maintenance Capex"

- which reduces the earnings eligibte for Distributions - or "Expansion Capcx," which

does not lower earnings available for Distributions-

6. KMI has an extraordinary motivation to manimize KMP's Disfibutions

through minimizing the allocation to Maintenance Capex, irrespective of the long-term

negative effects that excessive Dishibutions may pose for the class of KMP's Limited

Partners, who eonstitute the Class (the 'Class') or for KMP itself As KMP's

Distributions exceed preset targets, KMI receives an increasing percentage of

@ ooo4/oo4o
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1000, Houston, Texas 770Q2, Common units in KMP are publicly fiad€d on the New

York Stock Exchange f'NIYSE") under the ticker symbol *KMp.'

16. Defendant Kinder Morgan, Inc. ("KMI') is the largest midstream and the

third largest energy company in North Amerie4 with a sombined enterprise value of

approximately $100 bitlion. KMI, through KMGP and Kinder Morgan Management,

LLC ("KMM'), is responsible for KMP's daily operations and management. KMI wholly

owns 10070 of KMGP, tle General Parher of Nominal Defendant KMP. KMGP owns

an efflective 27o interest as the General Partrer of KMP and its operating partnerships, as

well as approximately llo/o of the timited parfrrer interests of KMp.

17. As of December 31, 2012, KMI held approximately 13% of KMP's total

equity interests (in its capacity as both a general and limited partner). This equity

interest, in combination with KMI's Incentive Disfribution Rights that it receives as

KMP's General Partner (discussed further below), results in KMI holding an

approximately 50 percent economic interest in KMP, worth over $3.2 billion. Further, as

of Decrmber 31,2A12, KMI held approximately t5 million shares of Kbfi\4 ttre entity to

which KMGP has delegated its management of KMP. By reason of its t00% ownership

in KMGP and its control over the makeup and sfucture of KMGP's board of directors,

KMI controls KMGP. KMI is incorporated under the laws of the state of D+laware, with

its principal executive offices located at l00l Louisiana Streeq Suite 1000, Houston,

Texas 77002. KMI is publicly traded on ttre NYSE under the ticker symbol *KMI-'

rd 0007/0040
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I. ALLEGATIONS

A. B.lcxcnouxD ON THE Krxonn Moncnn ENrrflEs

18. KMP was founded in February 1997, when a group of, investors led by

chairman and Chief Executive Officer Richard D. Kinder - former President and Chief

Operating Officer of Enron Corp. - acquired the general partner of Enron Liquids

Pipeline, L.P., a small, publicly-traded pipeline limited partnership. According to KMI,

Kinder "had a vision to build a different type of energy company by utilizing the master

limited pafinership (MLP) financial structure as a growth vehicle, something that had

never been done before."

19. KMP is involved in a number of energy-related businesses, but its

revenues derive prirnarily from its interests in more than 80,000 miles of natural gas, oil,

refined products, and CO2 pipelines in the US and Canada. KMI describes KMP as a

'toll road," in that it gcnerates most of its cash flow from the fees it charges oil and gas

producers to transport their commodities. KMP has reported steady revenue growth over

the past several years, due mainly to factors unrelated to the volume of product

tansported through KMP's pipelines.

2A. Because KMP's primary assets are its tens of thousands of miles of

pipelines, it is critical to KMP's long-term financial health that KMP maintain those

pipelines in top condition. Failure to do so san lead to catastrophic environmental

incidents and significant financial liability. The primary risk associated with gas and oil

pipelines is that of a rupture leading to significant release of the product being transported

and contamination of the natural environment- Given the hazardous nature of the

@ ooos,/oo+o
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mat€rials KMP ships, potential consequences inelude harmful snvironmental impacts,

property damage, and injuries or fatalities.

2l- KMP, under KMI's management, is no stranger to serious environme.ntal

incidents resulting from inadequate maintenzlnee and repair of its pipeline systems. For

example, in 2004, a KMP pipeline ruptured and spilled over 100,000 gallons of diesel

fuel in California's largest wetlands, leading to criminal guilty pleas by KMP and several

million dollars of fines. According to the chief of California's pipeline safety division,

KMP ignored data indicating that the relevant pipeline had corroded and required

maintenanc€. This was but one of a series of major safety and environmental disasters

caused by inadequate maintenance of KMP's pipelines.

22. In 2005, these incidents led to the U.S. Department of Transportation

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Adminisnation to order KMP to address its

"rise in pipeline incidents'o as a result of KMP's "inadequacies" in interpreting data to

evaluate and repair its pipelines. As a result of this order, KMP later agreed to pay tens

of millions of dollars in "safety improvements" for its pipelines. These incidents also led

the U.S. Department of Transportation to "form[] a task foroe to look into Kinder Morgan

Inc.'s rnaintenance and inspection practices on several peholeum product pipelines in the

West, the first such task force the agency has ever fonned.',

23. Because maintenance expenditures are required to sustain current levels of

production (and income), and to prev€nt safety and environmental disasters, KMP's

maintenance expenditures are nondiscretionary and critical to KMP's survival. Due to the

nondiscretionary nature of maintenance spending, however, as discussed below, KMI'S

E ooosu ooao
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minimal allocations of KMP's overall eapital expenditures ts maintenance spending

indicates that KMI is actually disguising the true amount it spends on infiastructure

maintenance by misallocating its maintenance expenditures to Expansion Capex.

B. If{.Lsrp,nlnrrrnnP*mqnnsnrpsANDDIsrRrBurABLEe*snFr,ow

24. As noted above, KMP is organized as im MLP, with KMI (through

KMAP) aeting as its General Partner. MLPs are publicly traded limited partnerships that

ccmbine the ta;( benefits of a limited parftrership with the liquidity of publicly faded

securities (called "units-). The IRS tax code permits only certain kinds of companies to

operate as MLPs, including enerry-retated businesses such as petroleum and natural gas

extraction and transportafion. Thus, most MLPs are in essential industries, providing

energy and energy infrastructure.

25. Investors are drawn to MLPs because the contracts governing MLPs

typically require them to regularly pay out to their unitholders in quarterly cash

distributions all earnings not needed for current operations and maintenance of capital

ass€ts. Accordingly, investors typically view MLP units as producing a long-term

annuity-like income steam.

26. Institutional ownership of MLPs is gsnerally limited, however, for ai least

two reasons. First, the MLP structllre is not as attractive for ownership by tax-exempt

inYestors. Second, and more importantly, sophisticated investors may be unwilling to

place significant amounts of managed money in MLPs because of the perception (and at

times reality) that general parhers engage in a wide range of abusive conduct yet are

insulated from accountability because of liability limitations and disclaimers that are

@ oorozoo+o
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placed in the relevant MLP parfirership agreements. Accordingl,r, the vast majority of

MLP investors are individual retail investors.

27. KMP compensates its Limited Parhers through quarterly income

distoibutions based on the non-GAAP metric DCF. DCF is arguably the most important

financial mefiic to KMP's invesfors, both because it largely dictates the amount of

KMF's Distributions to its Limited Partners and because it is a critical indicator of

KMP's abilify to sustain its Distribution at current rates. Specifically, the ratio of DCF to

actual Distributions (the o'Coverage Ratio") - which is essentially a measure of how

much exua money KMP has remaining after paying its Distributions - is a key measure

of the MLP's financial health and sustainability. As discussed more fully below, a higher

Coverage Ratio reflects the MLP's great€r ability to meet its financial obligations going

forward.

28. As noted abovq KMP's DCF consists of KMP's "earnings before

depreciation and amortization ('EBDA') minus maintenance capital expendinues." This

calculation is different from KIV{P's reported net income because, in calculating its DCF,

KMP excludes charges that do not have a cash impact or do not impact ongoing business

operations. KMI specifically directs investors to focus on the DCF measuremenl stating

ttrat that DCF "'more effectively reflects [KMP's] ongoing cash generation capacity'than

reported net income.

29, As set forth in the calculation above, for every dollar *rat is allocated to

Maintenance Capex" one fewer dollar is available for distribution to KMP's Limited

Partners (and KMI), Maintenance Capex is a non-GAAP measure that is supposed to

E ootr,zoo+o
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reflect the amount of capitat expenditures incurred for the pulpose of sustaining tho

Partnership's operations at current levels. Specifically, the Partnership Agreement

defines Maintenance Capex as follows:

tMaintenance Capital Expenditures" means cash capital made to maintain"
up to the level thereof that existsd on the closing Date, ttre throughpu!
deliverable capacity, terminating capacity, or fractionation capacity
(assuming normal operating conditions, including, without limitation,
down-time and maintenance) of the asscts of the Partncrship and the
operating Parfirership, taken as a whole, as such ass€ts existed on the
Closing Dare and shall, therefore, not include cash capital expenditures
made in respect of Capital Additions [sic] and Improvements.

30. Maintenance Capex is distinguishable from "Expansian Cape:rq" which

consists of the capital expenditures incurred to expand KMP's capacity, such as building

new pipelines. Importantly, Expansion Capex is not subtracted from KMP's income ficr

the purpose of calculating KMP's DCF - and thus its Distributions - because in theory

growth invesfinent will lead to increassd future earnings, Indeed growth investment is

often paid out of new debt and equity capital issuances, rathsr than free eash flow. As

General Partner, KMI has the power to determine the allocation of KMP's total capital

expenditures befween Maintenance Capex and Expansion Capex.

C. KMI's Om.rc.trrouToAr,r,ocATEKMPrs C.lpfrar,Exrnmnmrnnslx
*GoooFArrrrt'

3l. In light of the srucial role that Maintenance Capex plays in determining

the Limited Partrers' returns and the long-term viability of KMP, as well as KMI's

unique incentive to drain KMP of money by overstating its DCF, the Limited Partrrers

have a key limitation on KMI's powers to deeide KMP's Maintenance capex.

@ oorzzoo+o
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32. Except as detailed belcw, under the Partnership Agreemenl KMI enjoys

significant discretion as General Pafinerto manage KMP's business without regard to the

interests of the Limited Parfrrers. For example, Section 3.1 of the Parfrership Agreement

states that "[t]he General Parnrer has no obligation or duS to the Partnership, the Limited

Partners or the Assignees to propose or approve, and in its sole discretion may decline to

Propose or approYe, the conduct by the Parfirership of any bu$iness," Section 6.1(a) of

the Par&rership Agreement states that KMI *shall have fult powcr and authoriry to do all

things and on such terrns as i{ in its sole discretion, may deem necessary or appropriate

to conduct the business of the Parfirership," including among other things "the making of

any expenditures," "the use of the asssts of the Partnership," and "the distibution of

Pa*nership cash."

33. In light of KMI's sweeping powers under the Partnership Agreemen! the

restriction that the Parfrrership Agreement places on KMI's discretion regarding

Maintenance Capex is all the more notable. Critically, with respect to KMI's allocation

of its capital expenditures between Maintenancs Capex and Expansion Capex, the

Partuership Agreement mandates that KMI's allocation judgments must be exercised in

"good faith." Specifically, the Partnership Agreement's definition of Maintenanc€ Capex

states that:

Where cash capital expenditures are ma.de in part to effectuate the capacity
maintenance level referred !o in the immediately preceding sentenae
[defining Maintenance capex] and in part for other purposes, rt€ Generor
Partner's good laith allocation thereaf between the portion used to
maintain sach eapacity level and the portion used for ather purposes
shall be conclusiv*

12
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34- Thus, instead of having "sole" or "unfettered" discretion, when it comes to

allocating capital expeirditures among maintenance and expansion, the General partner's

judgment must be exercised in "good faith."

35. Similarly, the Parftrership Agreement's definition of "Cash From

Operations" states that:

Where cash capital expenditures are made in part in respect of Capital
Additions and Improvements and in part for other purposes, tie Geierul
Partner's good fatth alloestion thereof bdween the pofiion mode for
capiffi Addirions and rmprovemen8 CInd the portion rude for oiher
purposes shall be eanclrxive.

36' In other words, KMI's determination of Expansion Capex ('lnade for

Capital Additions and Improvements") must be made in good faith.

37. The Agreement also imposes on KMI a duty of good faith and fair dealing,

with respect to the Limited Parhrers and KMP itsel{, concerning certain operational and

accounting decisions. See, e.g., $ 6.S (KMI shall not be liable "for losses sustained or

liabilities incurred as a result of any act or omission if TKMIJ acted in good faith").

38. The unique requirement that KMI atlocate KMP's capital expenditures

between Maintenance and Expansion Capex in "good faith" is critical. This contractual

provision requires that KMI allocate Maintenance Capex in a way that does not unfairly

dilute thc Limited Partners or put their long-term investrnent at risk. Because the irnplied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing is intrinsic to every parfrership contract and

cannot be waived away, the explicit and additional imposition of '?ood faith" in the

Partnership Agrwment entails the higher dufy of the common law use of the phrase

"good faith," meaning that KMI must allocate among Maintenance Capex and Expansion

@aot+too+u
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Capex without regard to KMI's own conflicts of interests. Rather, just as the law imposes

a duty of entire fairness on controlling shareholders to justifr self-interested transactions

by showing that the terms approximate what would be achieved in aa arms' length third-

party negotiatiorq the KMP Parfrrership Agreement creates a duty to allocate expenditures

the way a non-conflicted third party would. As set for*r below, KMI has failed to meet

this standard.

D. KMI Is Morryatgo To Drur*r.lrrcALly OvpnsrarE ExpANsroN
C*sx (OR UNDERsrarn MmvTENANcE Cnrnx) Fon Irs Owx
Flxlxcrar,Inrrnnsrs

39. The conFactual limitation on KMI's power to understate Maintenance

Capex - and artificially inflate KMP's DCF - is necessary because there are several

powerful incentives for KMI to increase KMP's DCF by whatever maans necessary.

40. First. KMI's primary compensation derives from its ownership of KMP's

Incentive Distribution Rights, which entitle it to a significant portion of KMP's

Distibutions. Pursuant to a dishibution waterfall schedule set forth in the Partnership

Agreement" KMI receives an increa^singly higher percentage of KMP's incremental cash

flow once the payout on the common units reaches certain predetermined targets. Based

on the Partnership Agreemenl KMI is entitled to 50% of KMP's in*ernental

Distibutions for every penny distributed over $0.235 per unit quarterly. The specific

breakdown of the distibution targets and the payouts are s€t forth below:

B oorszaoro
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41. Due to this Incentive Distribution Righ* struoture, KMI is highly

incentivized to increase KMP's quartorly DCF and thus distributions. This incentive

structure should generally work to the Limited Partrers' benefi! as KMI is rewarded for

incrrasing KMP's sarnings and thus Distibutions.

42. As set forth above, the more that KMP allocates to Maintenanoe Capex

rath€r than Expansion Capex, KMP's DCF is decreased on a dollar-for-dollar basis and is

therefore less likely to rsirch the higher splits in the distribution tiers of Incentive

Disfribution Rights. Even at the highest splits, every dottar decrease to KMP's DCF as a

result of allocations to Maintenance Capex msans fifiy cents less is paid out to KMI.

Accordingly, KMI has a strong financial inoentive to allocate as little as possible to

Maintenance Capex.

43. However, while KMI is incentivized to increase KMP's DCF by

successfully increasing the company's earnings, KMI is also able to increase DCF by

manipulating the underlying ascounting for KMP's DCF and by understating KMP's

Maintenance Capex. Since it has become more difficult to increase KMP's earnings as

the entity has become larger and developed a broader asset and earnings base, KMI has

resorted to increasing DCF by gamesmanship.

15
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44' KMP has consistently paid out at the highest split for over a decade.

KMI's Incentive Distibution Rights payments have exploded over recent years, from

$635 million in 200? to nearly $1.g bilipg during the first three quarters of 2013 alone,

and totaling more than $?.3 billion since 2007. Indee4 KMp,s quarterly Incentive

Distribution Rights obligation to KMI, as a percentage of its total payou! is the highest of
the ten largest publicly haded master limited parhrerships. By comparison, KMI,s I lzo

inteiest in KMP as a Limited Partner resulted in payments iotaling just over $400 million

during 20t0, 201l, and 2012, or just 14.5% of the amount KMI received as the Gsneral

Partner as a resuit of its Incentive Distribution Rights.

45' The stark comparison between what KMI has received due to its Incentive

Distribution Rights and what it has received due to its I l% equity interest is set forth

below:

46' Second. in addition to these immediate financial rewards, KMI is also

incentivized to overstate its Expansion capex as a signal to investors that KMp - one of
the most mature and largest energy MLPs in the world - continues to be a growth

cornpany. investors view disfibution growth as important because it shows that the MLp

is both healthy and continuing to grow. KMP has increased Distributions 630go since

1996, and has never paid a lower Distriburion than the year earlier.
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47. Indeed, KMI represents to investors that its expansion expense is an

important measure of the company's anticipated future growth. For example, KMI

claims in its 2012 "Letter to Unitholders" that KMI sees "exceptional growth

opportunities," as embodied in $l I billion in potential expansion investnents.

48. Third. as discussed more fully below, KMI is motivated to oversate

KMP's overall DCF in ordcr to maintain KMP's Coverage Ratios for its Distributions.

KMP investors and, critically, market analysts, rely on and expect KMP to increase - or

at a minimurR, maintain - its level of Distributions from quarter to quarter. As noted

above, KMP's Distribrrtions have increased neady every quarter since 1996. However, as

KMI increases KMP's Distributions over time, it also must maintain an adequate

Coverage Rario.

49. For example, a Coverage Ratio of 1.0 means that the MLP paid out all the

money it had available for Distributions, and retained none, while a 2.0 Coverage Ratio

means that the MLP paid out half of the money it had available for DistribWions. By

maintaining a certain arnount of cash, KMP indicates to investors thaf it is able to

increase Distributions over time without depleting its cash on hand in a way that

ultimately requires costly debt issuances or dilutive equity issuances.

50. Between 2010 and 2012, KMP's Coverage Ratios averaged 1.26, meaning

that KMI did not distribute all of KMP's available cash as distributions. However. this

relatively low Coverage Ratio means that if KMP's DCF incrernentally declines -
including through KMI allocating a greater portion of total capital expenditures to

Maintsnance Capex - KMP would be in immediate danger of being unable to issue its
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Distributions at exp€cted levels. By accounting for certain capital expenditures as

Expansion, rather than Maintenance Capex, KMI artificially inflates KMp's DCF and

Coverage Rafio, rnaking KMP more afiractive to investors" An accuraie Maintenance

Capex allocation would Iower DCF and KMP's Coverage Ratio, revealing that the high

level of prior Dishibutions has become unsustainable.

E. KMI PunsuEs lrs Owrrl Ixrennsrs To Trm DnrnDrENT Or Tur
LrurrnnPmrxpns

5l' As noted above, one of KMI's few obligations under the Partnership

Agreement is to allocate between Maintenance and Expansion Capex in .,good faith."

KMI has for years overwhelmingly allocated KMP's capital expenditures to Expansion

Capex. Specifically, for the three y€ars ended December 3T,2AlZ, KMp's total capital

expenditures amounted to $4.9 billion. Of this amount, KMI has allocated $4.245 billion

- or more than 860lo - to Expansion Capex. The evidence demonstrates that KMI has

deliberately and massively understated KMP's Maintenance Capex in ordsr to mar<imize

KMP's Distributions.

l. Coot 
".y 

To The Partnership Agreement,s Requirements,
KMI Does Not Allocate KMPrs Capital Expenditures In (Good
Faithr

52. Numerous facts demonstrate that KMI improperly misallocates KMP's

capital expenditures to its own benefit and to the detriment of KMP's Limited partners.

53. First, KMI obscures its misallocafion of capital expenditures by not

reporting KMP's capital expenditures on a project-by-project basis. However, there is

significant evidence that KMI has been replacing existing pipelines in ways that

purportedly marginally expand capacity, but then roports all of the replacernent costs as
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Expansion Capex, even if the Echnl amount of material transported through the pipeline

remains constant or declines.

54. For example, KMI announced in 2004 that it was replacing a l4-inch

California pipeline with a 2Ginch pipeline in a significant (capital 
expansion project."

Similarly, in 2006, KMI announced the replacement of an 8-inch diameter pipeline with a

16-inch pipeline. An4 in 2007, KMI announced the replacement of a l2-inch pipeline

with a 16-inch pipeline.

55, Eaeh of these three projects replaced pipelines at KMI's spFF, L.p.

subsidiary, at a total cost of $459 million. Under the terms of the Partnership Agreement,

KMI should have allocated such capital expenditures between Maintenance and

Expansion Capex reflecting the percentage of expenditures that simply maintained the

capacity of the pipelines. Thus, KMI should have allocated the costs of merely replacing

the previous capacity that existed in the otd pipelines as Maintenance Capex. KMI did

not do so.

56. Thc replaced pipelines supposedly increased capacity by approximately

607q meaning that 60% of the projects' costs, or approximately $Z?5 million, should

have been allocated to Expansion Capex. The remaining 4}o/o, or up to $lB4 million,

should be classified as Maintenance Capex. However, although all three projects

admittedly replaced existing pipelines, a review of KMI's financial statements indicates

that none of the related capital expenditures were classifie.d as Maintenance Capex.

57- Remarkably, while KMI allocated all of those capital expenditures as

Expansion Cape:r; SPFF's "throughput" - or the amount of product routed through
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KMP's pipelines - wtts actually lower after the pipeline expansions than before the

expansions. According to SPFF's Federal Energy Regulatory Commission filings and

KMI presentations, SPFF throughput was 87o lower lrr-2012 than it was in 2004, when

the expansion projects mentioned above were implemented. In other words, although

KMI allocated every dollar spcnt on replacing the SPFF pipelines as Expansion Capex"

the reduction in output from those pipelines after the secalled "expansion'" suggests that

its expenditures werg at hst, overwhelmingly for maintenance.

58. [n general, notwithstanding that KMP has allocated 86% of its total capital

spending to purported "growth" investnents, KIvIP's overall actual throughput has

remained flat or declined over the past four years. Given KMI's allocation of the vast

majority of all of KMP's capital expenditures to Expansion Capex, one would expect to

see an inerease in volume dudng the same period. However, according to Company

filings, total volum€s have declined from 2009 to 2012, inslusive- Specifically" total

volume, measured in millions of barrels per day, has declined from 1,865 in 2009 to

1,855 in 2012.

2- KMP's Maintenance Capex Falls Far Short Of Comparable
Depletion, Depreciatiou, And Amortization Costs tr'or ltself
And By Comperison To Similar Entities

59. In addition to these significant pipeline replacements - for which KMI

reported no Maintenance Capex - the deficiency in KMP's Maintenance Capex is also

shown by comparison to KMP's reported "depreciation, depletion and arnortization"

("'DD&A") costs. DD&A is an accounting rule that reflects *re expected life of an asset
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and actual expsnse of preserving the asset; thus, it follows that Maintenance Capex

should roughly approximate an MLP's DD&A costs.

60. KMP's Maintenance Cape:r; however, is drarnatically lower than its

DD&A expenses. Indeed, KMP's Maintsnance Capex during the three years from 2010

through 2012 totalsd a mere 20% of KMP's DD&A charges during that same period. As

set forth below, KMP's Maintenance Capex as compared to its DD&A charges is also

dramatically lower than the same metric as measured against its closest indusQ

equivalents. If KMI brought its Maintenance Capex more in line with its peers, this

change would have a significant and immediate negative impact on KMI's compensation

and ability to attract new KMP investors.

61. First, with respect to certain assets that KMI acquired, KMI's reporting of

KMP's Maintenance Capex for thase assets deviates significantly from the way those

same assets reported Maintenance Capex before KMI's acquisition. For example, KMI

acquired El Paso Corporation on May 25, 2012. Prior to rhe acquisition, El Paso

separately reported the Maintenance Capex for its pipline subsidiaries. During the five

years prior to their acquisition by KMI, the Maintenance Capex for the El Paso pipline

subsidiaries averaged over l20olo of EI Paso's DD&A. Accordingly, El Paso's historical

Maintenance Capex charges suggest a baseline of maintenance invesfrnent that is at least

as great as DD&A.

62. KMI's acquisition of El Paso more than doubled KMP's total miles of

pipeline. However, far from doubling KMP's lvlaintenance Capex commensurate with the

size of the acquisition, KMI increased KMP's total level of Maintenance Capex for the
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consolidated entity by only 30olo. Even more notably, KMP's total levet of Maintenance

Capex following the acquisition was only 23o/s of KMP's DD&A expensss - again, far

short of EI Paso's baseline of l20To, Since the independent re,porting of the El Paso

zubsidiaries ended with their acquisition by KMI, it is impossible to determine the precise

arnount by which KMI slashed Maintenance Capex for those formerly El Paso

subsidiaries.

63. It is inescapable that tle amount of KMP's Maintenance Capex did not

properly increase, nofwithstanding the addition of those significant subsidiaries. Notably,

as set forth below, the Maintenance Capex figur" for the combined entity was lower than

the Maintenance Capex expenditures ofEl Paso alone.

($millbns) 2010 2011 2012
El Paso Alone 266 339
KMP Alone 179 2t2
Combined Entity: 471* 533* 285

+Sum of Maintenanae Capac figres for the separate errtities

64. Indee{ with EI Paso's $339 million Maintenance Capex in 201I as a

baseline, prorated for 2al2 beginning with the May acquisition, KMP's combined

Maintenance Capex for 2012 should have been at least $410 million - at least 44 oerqent

high.ef than the $285 million that KMP reported.

65. Similarly, Florida Gas Transmission, a pipeline venture in which KMI

acquired a 50Yo interest in 2A12, reported Maintenance Capex that was more than twice

DD&A expenses (213%) in the four years prior to its acquisition.
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65- Second, KMP's Maintenance Capex also falls far short of that allocated by

its industry pee$. As described above, as an MLP, KMP's public reporling focuses

primarily on non-GAAP acc.ounting moasures that are subject to KMI's discretion, and

does not include much of the data underlying KMP's key reported metrics such as DCF,

Maintenance Capex, and Expansion Capex.

67. Other MLPs that were established more rrcently than KMP were, until

quite recently, subject to GAAP, FERC, and other accounting regulations that require

transparent and accurate reporting. For example, Phillips 66 Parftrers first offered units to

the public on July 23, 2013. The publicly reported aocounting figures of phillips 66

Parfrters' regulated pfedecessor entities, Conoco Phillips and phillips 66, show

maintenance expendituies tha are 62Yo of reported DD&A. Furthermore, phillips 66

Parhrers forecasts Maintenance Capex for the twelve months ending March 31, 2014 that

is l28o/o of its forecast DD&A.

68. Another MLP, Spectra Energy Parhrers ("Spectra'), proves a particularly

telling contrast to KMP. Analysts have described Specta as KMP's 'oclosest peer," as

both companies operale diverse portficlios of similar assets, have similar per-unit growth

goals, and have similarly stnrcfured general partners.

69. Given the strong similarities between KMP and Spectra" the two should

have reasonably similar levels of Maintenance Capex spending. However, for 2012,

Spectra's Maintenance Capex was 680/o of its DD&A charges, far exceeding KMp's 23%

figure. Moreover, in the fourth quarter of 2013, significant assets of Spectra "dropped

down" from a regulated Specfra entity to the Specaa MLP. For that reason, as with the
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rccently regulated Phillips 66, Spectra's reported maintenance spending provides an

aoourate and reliable measure. For 2014 Speotra reported an expected Maintenance

Capex figure of $19,313 per mile of pipeline. KMP's 2013 Maintenance Capex spending

of $9,796 per pipeline mile was approximatety half of Spectra's reported spending.

70. If KMI followed ttre practice of its acquired companies and its peers and

increased KMP's Maintenance Capex to levels approximating KMP's DD&A expenses,

the maioritv of the Company's total capital expenditures would be allocated to

Maintenance Capex rather than to Expansion Capex. This is a reasonable outcome given

that KMP's volume throughput has not increased during the last four years.

71. However, increasing KMP's Maintenance Capex to 100% of DD&A

would have dramatically reduced KMP's DCF between 2010-ZAl2 by, on average, 55-

65o/o.The difference between actual DCF and pro forma DCF under this scenario is set

fofih below:
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72. Such a dramatically reduced DCF {based on accurate Maintenance Capex

figures) would force KMI to cut Distributions to the bone. I[, for example, KMI

determined to conserve some cash for ongoing operations and maintain KMP's prior

Coverage Ratios, this would have cut KMf's Incentive Distribution Rights by ovel 7.0Vo

in 2010, by 55% in 201I, and nearly 50% in 2012. In total, KMI's Incentive Distribution

Rights over the course of those three years would have been cut by nearly $2 billion, or

over 57olo.

3. KMI Iloes Not Compensate For Its Defrcient Maintenance
Capex By Expensing Maintenance Costs On Its Income
Statement

73. While it is virnrally inescapable that KMI does not in good faith allocate

adequate amounts as Maintenance Capex on its balance sheet, KMI could argue (and

recently has suggested) that it is offsetting its cuts to Maintenance Capex through

incrmses to repairs and maintenance expenses on its income statemenl GAAP requires

that KMP capitalize the costs incurred to preserve the capacity of its assets (which KMP

tsrms Maintenance Capex), while KMP is required to expense on its income stiatrement

routine maintenance expens€s like repairs and cleaning. While GAAP dictates which

costs must be capitalized vsrsus expensed, KMI may have cut Maintenance Capex

because it was increasing the repairs and mainteftrnce expenses. A review of KMP's

financial statements, however, refutes this potential explanation.

74. KMI's accounting for its El Paso acquisition demonstrates that this has not

occured. At the same time that KMI's Maintenance Capex increased only incrernentally

(as discussed above), KMI did not increase the expenses recorded to repairs and
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maintenance directly related to KMP's pipelines (which KMP refers to as "Transmission

Maintenance Expense") buf, in fact, sharply decrgased those expenditures. KMI slashed

maintenanco expcnses frorn prior year amounts by at least 63% in the four quarters after

the acquisition of El Paso in May 2012. Therefore, KMI clearly does not substitute lower

Maintenance Capex with higher repairs and mainGnance expenses.

F. KMI's Snr,nlxrnnusTEll ALLocr,TIoN oFKMP's CAPITAI,
ExrpnqnrrunEsHAs Cnusuo ILIRM To KMpANo lrs Lnwrrso
plnrxnns

75- By allocating expenditures wholly or almost wholly to Expansion Capex

rather than Maintenance Capex, KMI has ensured that, quarter after quarter, hundreds of

millions of dollars exit KMP through improper Distributions and are thereafter not

available for maintenarice or other operational purposes. This practice leayes KMp

vulnerable to, at best, a steady decline in earnings over the coming years and at worst, an

utter inability to respond to problems that may arise.

76. The comparison between KMP's reported Maintenance Capex and DD&A

expenses, discussed above in Section E.2, demonsbates the true economic impact of

KMI's practice. If KMP's reported Maintenance Capex had been equal to its DD&A

expenses, as discussed above, KMP's DCF would have been radically reduced over the

period of 2BL0-2012. In order to maintain KMP's actual Distribution levels - including

KM's exorbitant Incentive Dissibution Rights - KMP would have had to distribute more

cash than it actually received from its operations. Indeed maintaining Diskibution levels

in line with KMP's true economic circumstances would have reduced KMP's Coverage

Ratios from an average of 1.26 to an average of 0.58 - clearly an economically
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unsustainable practice. However, this is, effectivcly, exactly what KMI has done by

rnisclassifring KMP's Maintenance Capex and anificially inflating KMp,s DCF, leading

to significant cash shortfalls for KMp.

77. KMI has made up for those shortfalts by {i) regularly issuing new equity

interests in KMP to make up the differenoe, thereby diluting current unitholders; and

(ii) raising massive amounts of new debt each year, thereby subjecting KMp to

unnscessary and significant annual debt payments. Ostensibly, KMP should issue new

units and raise new capital primarily to fund expansion-related projects and acquisitions,

so that earnings &om expansion would add to DCF and maintain (or increase) the cunent

Distributions to Limited Parhers. Indeed, this is the very reason that Expansion Capex is

not deducted from DCF. Mainteirance Capex is deducted from DCF, on the other hand,

because it is by definition spending to maintain the Parfirership's current volumes and

revenues. By raising money for what are actually maintelance expenditures from the

capital markets (through the misallocation between Maintenance and Expansion Capex),

current unitholders' stakes are being diluted without any offsetting reat growth to

increase earnings, boost DCF and maintain Distributions.

78. While these actions are ostensibly done in order to fund KMP's expansion

efforts, in reality, KMI is simply maintaining KMp's current operations and

Distributions. Indeed, instead of funding new projects and expansion, the capital that

KMP raises from new units sold and new debt issued provides the funds that enable

KMP's Distributions to continue, each quarter, at ever-increasing levels, reinforcing

KMP's image as an exceptionally well-run MLP that can maintain strong Distributions
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moving forward. This business model means that KMP functions with almost no cash on

hand and relies almost entirtly on the capital markets, rather than revenues, to maintain

increased Distributions to investors.

79' KMI's practice of artificially inflating KMP's DCF forces the Parhrership

to raise market capital much more frequently, and in higher amounts, than it otherwise

would. Because, as demonshated by KMP's low Coverage Ratios, such little cash has

been Ieft in the Partnership, from 2010 thrcugh 2012 KMP was largely forced to issue

common units for cash ($2.6 billion) and new debt ($3.3 bitlion) to fund its maintenance

ed its expansion efforts, a far more onerous task that leaves KMP e4posed to the

possibility that market capital will dry up.

80. KMP's distribution structur€ ensures that KMP's equity issuancss and

debt raises have a far greater impact on the Limited Partners than on KMI. Specifically,

pursuant to the Parmarship Agreement, KMI will receive its Distributions as a percentage

of DCF largely regardless of the number of new debt or equity units that KMP issues. In

other words, although KMI's Distributions depend on DCF and the "spliq" or percentago

of DCF, that KMI reseives when Dishibutions are made, KMI is due (at the highest split)

50 cents of every dollar distributed no matter the amount of new debt or equity KMP has

raised in the capital markets.

81. In contrast to KMI as the general paxtner, KMP's Limited Partners find

their stakes in KMP - and the pereent'ge of DCF that each Limited Partner takes home -
diluted whenever new units are issued. For example, if the 50% split were triggere4 and

there were $1 million to distibute at that split level, KMI would receive $500,000 of that
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distribution whether the Partrership had issued new units in the previous quarter or not.

Each Limited Partner, on ths other hand, would rec.eive only his proportionate share of

the remaining $500,000. If there were 50,000 outstanding limited parfirer units, each

would ttigger a $10 payment. It however, KMP were forced to issue 50,000 additional

units, each would kigger only a $5 payment.

82. Such improper dilution harms KMP's limited partners, but has very little

effect on KMI's take home as the General Partner. Morrover, going to the capital markets

to ftnd maintenance spending but accounting for that spending as Expansion Capex

allows KMI to artificially inflate DCF, triggering higher split levels and higher

Disftibutions, witl KMP's Limited Partners lefi holding the bag.

83. Further, KMI's improper allocation practices force the Parurership to issue

debt much more frequently, and in higher amounts, than it otherwise would. Ths debt of

KMP is ultimately borne largely by the public unitlolders who own 87% of KMP.

Additionally, the high levels of debt that KMP is forced to issue and carry in order to

ccver maintenance costs must be used to fund increasing payments on existing debt. In

2012, KMP issued over $9.2 billion in new debt while rnaking over $8 billion in debt

payments. In 201 l, KMP issued $7.5 billion of new debt while rnaking nearly $6.5 billion

in debt paymentq and in 2010, KMP issued ovsr $7.1 billion of ne'w debt wtrile making

almost $6.2 billion in debt payments. Because new drhs is thereby used to fund those

payments, the Limited Partners effectively bear the cost of I{lS's mounting debt loa4

while the financial benefits generated by the attendant raised market capital accru€s

disproportionately to KMI as the General Par[rer.
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84- Although KMP's DCF (and reported Expansion capex) has grown

steadily, volume throughput has actually deslined. Thus, the Partnership's revenue

growth has been driven primarily by new, accretive acquisitions, and not frorn any

expanded capacity. Those acquisitions depend on eonstantly issuing new units as well as

new debt, diluting the holdings of existing unitholders and decreasing existing

unitholders' sconomic interest in the Partnenhip.

85. Further, along with the risk that capital might dry up based on factors

including market competition or volatile commodity prices, KMP's inflated DCF and

Coverage Ratios have led investots to expect retums that witl likely prove unsustainable-

Indeed, numerous analysts and investors have already questioned whether KMP's

accounting practic€s caution against fuiltrer investnent in the partnership.

86. Accordingly, KMP's Maintenance Capex allocations reflect an outsized

risk of a lack of necessary investnent in the Partnership's infiastructure and operations,

as well as unreliable and unsustainable economic growth.

87. KMP accordingly runs the rish as in a Ponzi scheme, that it will at some

point be unable to attract new investors, exposing a firndamental laok of sustainability

and leaving cuffent Limited Partners with massive losses. KMI, meanwhile, will have

contributed a fraction of the capital contributed by the Limited Partners - and thus

assumed a fraction ofthe risk- but received billions of dollar in improper Distributions.

N. CLA$S ACTION ALLEGATIONS

88. Plaintiffbrings this action individually and as a class action on behalf of a

class consisting of all public holders of KMP units during the period of February 5, 20l l
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through the present (the "Class")- Excluded from the Class are Defendants herein and any

person, firm, trust, corporation" or other entity related to or affiliated with any of the

Defendants.

89. This action is properly maintainable as a class action because:

a- The members of the class are so numerous that joinder of al]
members is impracticable. The disposition oftheir claims in a class
action will provide substantial benefits to the parties and the Court.
There are more than 100 KMP unitholders of record, other than
Defendants, and a geat many more beneficial owners who own
aver 437 million KMp limited parhership units;

b. There are questions of law and fact ttrat are common to rnembers
of the Class, including, inter aliq, the following which
predominate oyer any questions affecting only individual class
members:

whether Defendants have allooated (and are continuing to
allocate) Maintenance Capex in good faith;

whether Defendants' actions constitute a breach of the
Partnership A greement; and

whether Defendants' actions constitute a brEach of the
implied csvenant of good faith and fair dealing.

c' Plaintiff is committed to prosecuting this action and has retained
competent counsel experienced in litigation of this nature. The
slaims of Plaintiffare typical ofthe claims ofthe other mernbers of
ttre Class, and Plaintiff has the same interests as the other members
of the Class. Accordingly, Plaintiff is an adequate representative of
the Class and will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the
Class;

d. No difficulties are likely to be encountered in the management of
this action as a class action; and

e. A class ac.tion is superior to oflrer available methods for the fair
and efficient adjudication of this controversy.
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IN. I}ERIVATIYE ALLEGATIONS

90. Plaintiffbrings this action derivatively to redress injuries suffered by KMP

as a direct result of the breaches of duty by KMGP and KMI, the breach of contract by

KMGP, and the tortious conduct by KMI.

91. Plaintiffhas owned limited parhrership units in KMP c,ontinuously during

this time and the wrongful course of conduet by KMI and KMGP alleged herein, and

continue to hold KMP Limited Partnership units.

92. Plaintiff will adequately and fairly represent the interesrs of KMP and its

Limited Partners in enforcing and prosecuting their rights, and have retained counsel

competent and experiensed in shareholder derivative litigation.

TV. DEMAND ON KMI'S BOARD IS EXCUSED AS F{JTILE

93. Plaintiff primarily raises a direct claim that KMI has breached its

contractual obligations to Plaintiffand KMP's other l-imited Partrers. To the e)ftent that

any equitable remedy may include disgorgement of KMI's undue profits, with that

moncy going back to KMP, Plaintiffalso alleges derivative claims on behalf of Nominal

Defendant KMP.

94. Plaintiff has not made a demand on KMI, as KMP's General Partner, to

bring suit asserting tho claims set forth herein because pre-suit demand was excu$ed as a

matter of law" It would be futile to require Plaintiff to issue a dernand to KMI requesting

it to take action against itself for its conduct as alleged herein. Not only would this

require KMI to investigate and bring claims against itself for its own misconduc! but

KMI's actions to date also prove conclusively that it will not take action.
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95. Under Delaware law, demand is excused as futile unless'the [eltity] that

would be addressing the demand can impartially consider its merits without being

influenced by improper considerations." Rales v. Blasbmd, 634 A.2d 927,934 (Del.

1993).

96. As summarized below and specifred hereirr, demand is excused because

this Complaint alleges with particularity that the Defendants breached the Parftrership

Agreement and their fiduciary duties to ttre Limited Partrers by accounting for KMP's

capltal experrditures in a manner designed to maximize KMI's Distributions at the cost of

KMP's long-term financial health and no! as required by the Parfirership Agreemen! in

"good faith." Demand is firtile because KMI carurot be presumed to exercise independent

judgment in assessing t}e merits of a demand due to its frnancial interest in the subject

matter of the claims raised in this complaint.

97. KMI, which wholly owns and controls KMGP, makes all relevant

decisions with regard to KMP's accounting and operations. KMI additionally owns I I

percent of the KMP common units. As a result of its ownership of KMGP , when KMP

pays out Disnibutions, KMI receives significant payments.

98. As a result of KMP's Incentive Distribution Rights structure, as the

amount of the Partrership's Distributions increase, payments to KMI increase both as an

absolute dollar arnount and on a percentage basis, up to the point at which KMI receives

50 percent of the Parhrership's mmginal Distributions. In other words, the more that

KMP distribut€s, the more KMI receives. As a result, KMI has strong incentives to
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ensure that as few of KMP's expenditures as possible are subtacted from the

Parmership's DCF, since this reduces the arnounts that the Partrrership can dishibute.

99. Because KMI would control an investigation of the accounting and other

conduct that Plaintiff alleges violated the Partrrership Agreement as well as Kp11's duties

of good faith and fair dealing at the same time that KMI receives significant and unjust

cash Disftibutions from the Partrership as a direct result of KMP's failures to allocate

Maintenance Capex in good faitlr, KMI could not impartially consider a demand fiom

Plaintiff.

100. KMP's Limited Partners have no influence over KMP's operations, and

they do not have the ability to vote for KMGp's or KMI,s Boards of Directors.

l0l. Accordingly, dsrrand on KMI is excused.

COTINT I
CLAIM FOR RELIEF AGAINST KMGP FOR BREACH OF

CONTRACT IN CONIYECTION WITII TTIE ALLOCATION OF'KMP'S
MAINTAII{ENCE CAPEX

102- Plaintiff incorporates by reference and realleges each and every allegation

contained above, as though firlly set forth herein.

103. The Partnership Agreement constifirtes a contract between KMGp. the

General Partrer, and the Limited Partners of KMp.

104' KMP and KMP's Limited Partners are the interrded beneficiaries of the

protections afforded by the Partrership Agreement, which obligates KMGP to allocate

expenditures to Maintenance Capex in good faith.

105. KMGP has allocated significant expenditures properly attributable to

lvlaintenance Capex wholly, or almost wholly, to Expansion Capex. Those allocations,
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particularly in light of the allegations included herein regarding KMP's Maintenance

Capex allocations in comparison with similar MLPs, as well as the lack of increased

volumes despite the vast allocations to Expansion Capex, were not made in good faith

and, accordingly, have breashed the Partnership Agreement.

106. As a resulq KMP's Limited Parhrers have suffered damages. The bad faith

allocation of Maintenance Capex has artificially inflated KMP's gxowth rate and

profitability, resulting in overvalued securities that are not adequately supported by

KMP's business. Further, the bad frith allocation of Maintenance Capcx leaves KMp

undercapitalized, forcing the Partnership to constantly seek out new sources of financing

in the capital markets, leading to the issuance of additional securities that serve to dilute

the value of Plaintiffs, and the other Limited partners', units.

COUNT II
DIRECT AI{D DERTVATIVE CLAIM FOR RELIEF AGAINST KITdI A}ID

KMGP FOR BREACH OF THE DUTY OF GOOD FAITII ANI} FAIR
DEALING IN COFINECTION WTTH THE ALLOCATION OF KMP'S

MAINTA.IFIENCE CAPEX

107. Plaintiffincorporates by reference and realleges each and every allegation

oontained above, as ttrough fully set forth herein.

108. undsr the terms of the Parr:ership Agreemenf KMI and KMGp owe

KMP, and KMP's Limited Partners, including Plaintifi a duty of good faith and fair

dealing in connection with the allocation of KMP's Maintenance Capex, and are

prohibited by these duties from misallocating KMP's Maintenance Capex out of KMGP's

own self-intsrest and for its own benefit, at tJre exp€nse of KMP and its Limited Partners.
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t09. In contravention of KMGP's good faith obligations to KMP and its limited

partners, it has misallocated KMP's Maintenance Capex by allocating significant

maintenance expenditures wholly, or almost wholly, to Expansion capex.

t 10, As a result of KMGP's breaches, as discussed above, KMP and its Limited

Partners, including Plaintiff, have suffered damages.

COUNT III
DIRECT A}[D DERTVATIVE CLAIM FOR RELMF AGAINST Kh[I

FOR AIDING AND ABETTING KMGP'S BREACII OF THE DUTY OB'
GOOD FAITH AT.[D FAIR DEALING IN COFIFIECTION WTIH TIIE

ALLOCATION OF KMP'S MAINTENAI|ICE CAPEX

I 1 l. Plaintiff incorporates by reference and realleges each and every allegation

contained above, as though fully set forth herein.

112. As alleged above, KMGP has breached its duty of good faith and fair

dealing, with regard to the allocation of Maintenance Capex, to KMP, and to Plaintiffand

KMP's other Limited Partners.

I13. Defendants KMI, as the 100% owner of KMGP, as the entity with the

power and authority to manage and contol KMP's business and affairs, conholled and

directed KMGP's conduct in allocating KMP's Maintenance Capex.

ll4. As a result of KMI's conduc! as discussed above, KMP and its Limited

Parfterq including Plaintiff, have suffered damages.

COUNT IV
DIRECT AI{D I}ERIVATIVE CLAIM FOR RELMF AGAINST KMI X'OR

TORTIOUSLY INTERT'ERING WITII THE PARTIYERSHIP AGRE,EMENT

I 15. Plaintiffincotporates by reference and realleges each and every allegation

contained above, as though firlly set forth herein,
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116. The Partrership Agreement is a valid confract goveming the relationship

between KMGP and KMp's Limited partners.

ll7. As the sole owner of KMGP, and as the entity that effectively conducts

and manages the business of KMP, KMI at all relevant points has known that the

Partrership Agreement is a valid c,ontract governing KMGp's conduct.

ll8. As rhe sole owner of KMGE KMp directs KMGp's actions and, as

discussed above, has intentionally caused KMGP to misallocate KMp's reported

Maintenfice Capex in violation of its obtigations under the Parfrrership Agreement.

119. KMI had no justification for causing KMGP to breach the parrnership

Agreement by misallocating KMp's reported Maintenance capex.

120. As a result of KMGP's breach of the Partnership Agreement, KMp's

Limited Partners have suffsred injury. The bad faith allocation of MaintEnance Capex has

anificially inflated KMP'S growth rirte and profitability, resulting in overvalued securities

that are not adequately supported by KMP's business. Further, the bad faith allocation of

Maintenance Capex leaves KMP undercapitalized, forcing the partnership to constantly

seek out new sources of fiuancing in the capital markets, leading to the issuance of

additional securities that serve to dilute the value of Plaintiffs, and the other Limited

Partrers', units-

RELIEF REQUESTEI)

WHEREFORE, Ptainti ff demands j udgment as fo llows:

a) Finding that demand on KMI would be futile;

b) Declaring that this action is properly nraintainable as a ctass action:
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c) Finding that KMGP breached its confactual duties to KMP's Limited
Partners, including Plaintifl by failing to allocate KMP's Maintenance
Capex in good faith;

d) Finding that KMI aided and abetted KMGP's breaches of its contractual
duties to KMP's Limited Partners, including plaintifl by failing to
allocate KMP's Maintenance Capex in good faith;

e) Finding that KMGP breached its duty of good faith and fair dealing ro
KMP and its Limited Partners, including Plaintiff, by faiting to allocate
KMP's Maintenance Capex in good faith;

q Finding that KMI aided and abetted KMGP's breaches of its duty of good
faith and fair dealing to KMP and its Limited Partners, including Plaintiff,
by failing to allocate KMP's Maintenance Capex in good faith;

g) Ordering the disgorgement of any Distributions to KMGP, KMI, and any
related entities, beyond amounts that would have been disfributed in
accordanc,e with a good faith allocation ofKMP's Maintenance Capex;

h) Awarding damages (including punitive damages), together with pre- and
post-j udgment interest;

i) Awarding Plaintiffthe costs and disbursements ofthis action, including
attorneys', agcountants', and experts' fees; and

j) Awarding such other and furttrer relief as is just and equitable.

Dated this 5th day of February,2014.
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